POLLCAT
With a robust steel catamaran hull, and a built-in oil
mop system, the POLLCAT is ideally suited for rapid
response and recovery in the event of an oil spill.

In addition to the above mentioned features the
POLLCAT also offers a large cruising range, and a
reasonable pumping capacity of recovered oil.

The POLLCAT has a clear rear deck, recovered
oil storage, and a hydraulic crane, making it an
extremely versatile tool. The oil mop system can be
complemented and boosted by the use of additional
skimmers such as the TERMINATOR operated from
the deck.

The twin engines mean a POLLCAT is an extremely
versatile vessel and ensures it can remain on station
and in the oiled area for as long as possible.

POLLCRAFT
The POLLCRAFT is a stable 10 or 12m mono-hull
multipurpose platform which offers good all-round
facilities, a large clear rear deck area, and a hydraulic
knuckle crane as standard.
It is ideal for a wide range of cleanup duties in
ports, terminals or harbours, but can also be used
in more challenging roles if required. The vessel has
a recovered oil capacity of 10 m³, and a pumping
capacity of 30 m³/hr increasing the vessel’s flexibility.
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POLLKITTEN
As the smallest vessel in the range, the POLLKITTEN
is highly flexible with a shallow draft and is ideally
suited to sheltered terminal and harbour applications.
With a built-in oil mop system, the POLLKITTEN is
able to rapidly respond and recover any oil pollution.
This vessel has an oil recovery rate of up to 20 m3 per
hour, and a pumping rate of up to 30 m3 per hour.
For convenience, a knuckle crane can be mounted,
and the vessel has inbuilt storage for recovered oil.

KAZI-CAT
Kazi-Cat is the newest version of DESMI’s versatile
workboats where focus point has been Container
Modules giving Multi-Purpose Functions just by
changing containers. The Kazi-Cat can be used as
state-of-the-art Oil Skimming Boat and even with a
new recovered oil tank concept where the recovered
oil tanks are replaced within 15 minutes, the Kazi-Cat
can be in operation again.
Besides this task the Kazi-Cat can be used as
transport of up to 12 people in special container,
as transport of up to 4 injured people in special
container and much much more.
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